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drop in global oil prices, driven in part by a boom in U.S. shale oil production, is

threatening to hit the economies of energy-exporting Russia and Iran harder than Western

economic sanctions have done.

Prices have fallen about 20% on world markets since June because of an increase in oil production and

an economic slowdown in Asia and Europe. If that continues, as many analysts expect, gasoline may

sell below $3 a gallon at the pump in much of the United States.

The decline is bringing growing political and economic pressure on Russian President Vladimir Putin.

Moscow has been socked this year by U.S. and European Union sanctions over Russia's annexation of

Ukraine's Crimea region and its operations in eastern Ukraine.

It is also a harsh blow to Iranian President Hassan Rouhani, who campaigned on a promise to improve

his nation's stagnating economy despite Western sanctions. The latest pressure is also weakening

Iran's hand in international negotiations over Tehran's disputed nuclear program.

The oil glut "is very bad news for them," said Djavad Salehi-Isfahani, an economist and Iran specialist

at Virginia Tech University.

Some analysts believe the price slide could be a long-term trend as more of the world adopts

technologies that use less petroleum, such as electric cars and more efficient heating systems. Another

factor is the growing reliance on hydraulic fracturing of shale, known as fracking, which has sharply

boosted energy production in the United States, Canada and other countries.

The price of oil is crucial to Russia, one of the world's top energy exporters.

A two-thirds plunge in oil prices in the mid-1980s battered the government of the Soviet Union and

contributed to its collapse in 1991. A fragile period of democracy was followed by the rise of Putin's

Oil wells in Siberia. (Sergei L. Loiko / Los Angeles Times)
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more autocratic Russia in the late 2000s, powered in large part by the rise in energy prices.

This year, the price slide comes at a time when Europe and the United States have been penalizing

Russian banks, defense firms and energy companies over Moscow's role in the Ukraine crisis. Russia's

currency has fallen to an all-time low against the dollar, and its energy-based economy could tip into

recession, some economists say.

The economic pressure isn't expected to change Putin's aggressive efforts to retain strong influence

over Ukraine, which he considers nonnegotiable. But they are causing strains in his relations with the

Russian elite and business establishment, two pillars of his political support.

Russian banks have turned to Putin for financing to offset the Western sanctions, which bar them from

borrowing in the West. But with oil sales accounting for half of his government's revenue, Putin has

limited ability to provide that cash.

"Putin has promised a level of stability in the oligarch system, and all this does not reflect well on

him," said Eugene Rumer, a Russia specialist at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace in

Washington. "This is contributing to a sense of unease."

Whereas this year's sanctions will take time to achieve their full effect, the oil price slide "is more of a

concern now," Rumer said.

Russia's finance minister announced last week that the Kremlin can't afford a $720-billion, 10-year

defense modernization plan, which was a priority for Putin, and will have to make do with less.

Iran's economy, weakened by years of mismanagement and Western sanctions, has enjoyed something

of a resurgence in recent months. Rouhani's economic aides have found ways to sell more petroleum

products despite the sanctions, and an interim nuclear deal signed with world powers in November

allows some increase in economic activity.

Auto production, for example, has increased by 90%, noted Salehi-Isfahani. The International

Monetary Fund says Iran's economy will grow 1.5% this year and 2.3% next year.

But Iran, like Russia, needs an oil price of more than $100 a barrel to balance its budget, experts say.

And the benchmark Brent crude price is below $85 a barrel.

Salehi-Isfahani said the Iranian government had other ways to make up for that lost revenue, but they

would come at a political price. It could, for example, ratchet up prices for oil in Iran, in effect charging

Iran's middle class for government programs that largely benefit the poor.

The new economic strain also undercuts Tehran's strategy for dealing with world powers in talks over

Iran's nuclear program. Iran's economic resurgence had enabled Iranian officials to claim they could

get by even if the talks collapsed without providing further relief from tough international sanctions.
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"Now it's not so clear they will have that breathing space," said Salehi-Isfahani. "So the declining price

of oil must be a worrisome prospect."

At the moment, he said, the pressure on Iran from sanctions is more painful than from falling oil

prices because they isolate Iran from Western products and financing. But over the long term, Iran

could adjust to the sanctions by building trading relationships with Asian countries such as China and

India.

"Over the long term, the oil price is the more important," he said. "If you don't have the oil revenues,

the Indians and Chinese won't sell you anything."
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Islamic State steps up bombings in Baghdad

Iran nuclear talks again stuck on Arak reactor's future, official says

'The problem of Ebola is in three countries in Africa,' WHO official says

Hong Kong chief executive offers talks with democracy protesters

AFRICA 4:06 PM

With two Texas healthcare workers infected with Ebola after a visitor from Liberia flew into Dallas carrying the deadly
virus, there are growing calls in the U.S. to impose limits on travel from the hardest-hit countries in West Africa.

BRAZIL 5:00 AM

In Brazil, old parties and debates dominate
presidential runoff vote

AFRICA 4:34 AM

Passengers arrive at Heathrow Airport in London, where enhanced screening for Ebola began this week. (Andy Rain /
Eureopean Pressphoto Agency)
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VIEW MORE

EUROPE 7:49 AM

Putin defiant in face of criticism over Ukraine at
Asia-Europe summit

Pistorius should do time, says victim's cousin

AFRICA 4:00 AM

Aid group has set the gold standard on Ebola
safety

ASIA OCT. 15, 2014

Video of apparent police beating of Hong Kong
protester sparks outrage

Ebola outbreak spurs production of protective suits

CDC chief defends agency's handling of Ebola crisis at House hearing

What Ebola? Survey finds little impact on business travel

After an early slide, stocks end mostly higher

NATION NOW 4:08 PM

When Dr. Tom Frieden was appointed to head the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in 2009,
President Obama praised him as an expert in preparedness and response to health emergencies.
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VIEW MORE

L.A. NOW 12:49 PM

The student whose flu-related comments led to a classroom building at Southwestern College
in Chula Vista being evacuated Thursday does not have Ebola, a college spokeswoman said.

NATION NOW 9:39 AM

Four Ebola quotes that may come back to haunt
CDC's Tom Frieden

NATION 8:02 AM

Texas hospital defends actions; governor may
declare emergency

NATION 7:00 AM

As Ebola spreads, so does anxiety in Dallas

NATION 6:00 AM

CDC lowers temperature threshold for Ebola
fever
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Hong Kong police clash with protesters; 45
arrested

AFRICA OCT. 14, 2014

Prison would devastate Oscar Pistorius,
probation officer says
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MEXICO & THE AMERICAS

You can't sit down and talk with the mayor of Iguala these days. He's on the lam.

ASIA

Protesters showing up for Hong Kong's "umbrella revolution" without the eponymous accessory
to shield themselves from rain, sun and tear gas need not fear — they can grab one of the
hundreds of brand-new models in every hue hanging from pedestrian guardrails, free for the...

AFRICA

Patrick Githinji held the intravenous needle and bent over his patient. The man was shaking and
sweating, blood trickling from his head and hand.

AFRICA

Alan Donovan spent decades crisscrossing Africa, collecting the indigenous art and handcrafts
that fill his famous house overlooking Nairobi National Park in Kenya. He is now 74, without
children, and the African Heritage House is the closest thing he has to a legacy.

MIDDLE EAST

The ritual chants of "Death to America!" have not gone away, but at Friday services across Iran
worshipers sought divine intervention in a matter more climatological than ideological.

AFRICA

The small, frail girl was slumped in the street outside a row of shops when an ambulance picked
her up.
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VIEW MORE
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